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There is nothing in the universe the cursed dragon, Falcyn, hates more than humanity . . . except

Greek humans. In a war he wanted no part of, they systematically destroyed everything

heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d ever cared for. Now he waits for the day when evolution will finally rid him of the

human vermin.Medea was born the granddaughter of the Greek god Apollo, and among the first of

his people that he cursed to die. But she will not let anyone rule her life. Not even her notorious

grandfather. And when Apollo sends a new plague to destroy what remains of her people, she

refuses to stand by and watch him take everything she loves from her again.This time, she knows of

a secret weapon that can stop the ancient god and his army of demons. Once and for all. However,

said device is in the hands of a dragon who wants nothing to do with politics, the gods, humanity,

demons or Apollites. And especially not her. He is the immovable object. She is the unstoppable

force . . .When Apollo makes a strategic move that backfires, he forces Falcyn back into play. Now

Medea either has the weapon she needs to save her people, or sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s unleashed total

Armageddon. If she canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t find some way to control the dragon before itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s too late,

Falcyn will be an even worse plague on the world than the one Apollo has set loose. But how can

anyone control a demonic dragon whose sole birthright is world annihilation?
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Characters were just not interesting to me and I got bored half way in. I have read all of the books in

the Dark Hunter series and used to love the fast pace, lots of action and unexpected twists with the

characters. Now I find all the characters and plots are just a rehash of previous stories and theres

just too much preaching of how life is hard with a lot of suffering even though the main character is

the most powerful ever created, blah blah blah. I will just wait from now on until the price goes down

and buy only if the story is about one of the older characters like Savitar.

This is a Lords of Avalon meet Dark Hunters dream. You get Medea and Max's big brothers

Falcyn's story. You do find out who Falcyn's father is. I'm dying for more on this series, and Thorn's

story. We still don't know who Thorns father is.... lovely how Medea and Falcyn's story unfolds.

Great twists, turns, and such a ride. I skipped sleep to read it, of course. I can't wait for more

Deadman's stories....

I love all the Dark Hunter novels, this one too........ I just don't like how this one ended. It seemed

very abrupt. That being said, I hope it doesn't take as long for the next novel to take up where this

one left off. Most of these novels, ended better. This one sort of leaves Falcyn and Madea hanging.

I would still recommend this book the story was good, and I enjoyed all the characters!

... and gods, charontes, daimons, shadows, and babies. It seems i can rarely say anything bad

about these books and this author. I will sassy that it took me four sittings to read this one, but only

because I wanted to savor it. Okay, the loving sarcasm from just about every person got a bit

boring, but I see the appeal in creating that personality type. Hilarious. Attractive. Seriously, this was

another fun book, introduces new characters, and contains cliffhangers.

I loved this book. I loved all the characters and how this book pulls them all together. Nothing like

getting your head wrapped in a book with all its twists and turns - then smack upside the head with a

twist you would never expect. Now we wait impatiently for the next on to come out and the cycle to

repeat. Best couple of hours of reading.



When you never wanted a bad character to die so much you read this book. It has new characters

and old returning but not as much of the older characters. I kinda want all of the to start coming back

but only if it's nearing the true end of the series. I've read this entire series countless times and it

never gets old!!

This Dark Hunter book is all that I was hoping and more. I would say it was worth the wait but I have

no patience whatsoever.SPOILERS/ QUESTIONS FINALLY ANSWEREDCure for the

daimonsAsh's real fatherWhat really happened the night Phoebe got killedand so much more

She is a prolific writer. Thank goodness. This book was every bit worth the wait and price. No matter

which one you pick up, you're not lost or confused. All her books leave you dying for the next one. I

love Falcyn and Madea. No matter how evil they can be redeemed. Urian is one of my favorite

characters.
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